Block #7
Fabric #1
 Print 1 – 1 square 4” x 4” (for HST draw a diagonal line on back of square)
2 squares 4” x 4”, cut diagonally
Fabric #2
 Print 1 - 2 squares 4” x 4” (for HST with Fabric #4)
 Print 2 – 1 square, 7” x 7”, cut diagonally
Fabric # 3
 Print 1 - 4 squares 3 ½” x 3 ½”
1 square 4” x 4” (for HST with Fabric #1)
Fabric #4
 Print 1 – 2 squares 4” x 4” (for HST draw a diagonal line on back of squares)
A. Make 2 HST (half-square triangles) unit using 4” squares:
1. Draw a diagonal line on the back of the Fabric #1, Print 1 square.
2. Layer the Fabric #3, 4” square with the Fabric #1
3. Sew a ¼” seam on both sides of the drawn line.
4. Cut on drawn line creating a total of 2 HST (half-square triangles)
5. Trim to 3 ½” square
B. Create 2 corner sections:
1. Add the Fabric #1 triangles to the above HST as shown
2. Add Fabric #3, large triangles as shown
3. Trim to 6 ½” x 6 ½”
C. Make 4 HST (half-square triangles) unit using 4” squares:
1. Draw a diagonal line on the back of the Fabric #4, Print 1 square.
2. Layer the Fabric #2, 4” squares with the Fabric #4 squares
3. Sew a ¼” seam on both sides of the drawn line.
4. Cut on drawn line creating a total of 4 HST (half-square triangles)
5. Trim to 3 ½” square
D. Create remaining 2 corner sections:
1. Make 4-patch with HST’s from above (C) and Fabric #3, 3 ½” squares
2. Trim to 6 ½” x 6 ½”
E. Complete 4 patch block using all 6 ½” squares to create 12 ½” block.

